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Abstract

The linear growth and saturation of the two-stream in-
stability for a charged particle beam that is longitudinally
compressing as it propagates through a background plasma
(due to an applied velocity tilt) has recently been exam-
ined. Detailed, 1D particle-in-cell simulations are carried
out to examine the growth and saturation of a wavepacket
produced by a small amplitude density perturbation in the
background plasma. The resultant electrostatic wave spec-
tra that evolves due to the coupling of the primary (reso-
nant) unstable wave packet with the plasma is examined.

INTRODUCTION

Longitudinal drift compression of ion beams is being
studied as a means to achieve short-duration, high-energy-
density pulses for warm-dense-matter [1] and heavy ion in-
ertial fusion energy [2] applications. Longitudinal com-
pression is driven by a velocity profile or tilt on a charged
particle beam that is applied either at the source as part
of the beam generation (as in some high power diodes) or
by passing the beam through a programmed accelerating
structure.

Recent experiments at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab-
oratory (LBNL) have successfully demonstrated controlled
longitudinal drift compression of heavy ion beams [3]. A
velocity tilt was applied to an unneutralized, drifting ion
beam using an induction core, and then the beam entered a
plasma-filled drift region where longitudinal compression
factors, IbF /Ib0, over 60 were achieved, where Ib0 and IbF

are the initial and peak compressed beam currents, respec-
tively. At the end of this drift region, radial compression of
the beam will be attempted by passing the longitudinally
compressing beam through a plasma-filled solenoid.

Theoretical modeling supporting both the design and
analysis of these experiments has been carried out using
analytic methods [4] and numerical simulations [5]. As this
modeling is extended to parameter regimes beyond current
experimental values to future high-energy-density applica-
tions, careful consideration of the growth and saturation of
a number of potential beam-plasma instabilities must be
considered (see, for example, Ref. [6]). In particular, recent
work has examined the growth of the two-stream instabil-
ity for longitudinally compressing charged particle beams
propagating in background plasmas [7].
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Here, we seek estimates for the electrostatic wave en-
ergy spectrum resulting from the growth and saturation
of the two-stream instability in a background plasma us-
ing particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. The PIC model can
also be used to examine instability saturation mechanisms
and other nonlinear effects, which are difficult to assess
from a purely analytic approach. The 1D PIC simulation
model is described below and the asymptotic phase of the
beam-plasma system is analyzed. The basic features of the
electrostatic wave spectrum from the simulations is ana-
lyzed and applied to theoretical estimates of the longitu-
dinal emittance growth of an ion beam propagating in the
resultant weakly or moderately turbulent plasma.

1D SIMULATION MODEL

The PIC code LSP [8] is used in 1D to examine the evo-
lution of electrostatic turbulence initially driven the two-
stream instability for charged particle beams propagating
in a background plasma. The simulations are electrostatic
and use a cloud-in-cell model to help minimize electrostatic
fluctuations on the grid. A previous analysis compared 1D
PIC simulations results to wave energy densities from a
dynamic wave-population model, confirming asymptotic-
phase wave-coupling mechanisms, including electrostatic
turbulence levels [9].

A perturbation of the plasma electron density at t = 0
and x = 50 cm of the form

npe =
{

n† exp(−a|x|), for x > 0,
−n† exp(−a|x|), for x < 0,

(1)

is used, where n† is the density perturbation amplitude and
the coefficient a determines the characteristic width of the
perturbation. This provides an impulse-like electric field
that excites a growing wavepacket.

The simulations use four separate charged-particle
species to represent the (initially) charge and current-
neutral beam-plasma system. Electrons and ions with equal
velocity and number density (with mbi = 109me or 27mp,
where mbi, me, and mp are the beam ion, electron, and pro-
ton masses) are initially propagating in a charge-neutral,
cold-background electron-ion plasma (mpi = 109me or
39mp, where mpi is the plasma ion mass). The 109me ion
masses are used in some of the simulations to selectively
eliminate ion-electron and ion-ion modes from the analy-
sis.

The simulations are typically initialized with 100 parti-
cles per cell (combined beam and plasma particles), Δt =
3 × 10−4 ns, and Δx = 0.01 cm or 0.001 cm, where Δt
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Figure 1: Fourier transform of the electric field at x =
75 cm, 25 cm downstream of the initial perturbation po-
sition. Here mbi = mpi = 109me.

and Δx are the time step and cell size. Nominal two-stream
wavelengths for our parameters are λ = 2πVb0/ωpe �
0.33 cm, which are well-resolved by Δx as are plasma os-
cillations ωpeΔt � 0.017 < 1/2. The simulation box is
100 cm in length and the perturbation described in Eq. (1)
is initialized at center of the simulation. The beam speed
for this sample simulation is Vb0 = 0.1c, where c is the
speed of light. Periodic boundaries are used to eliminate
space charge waves that are driven by typical sheath for-
mation at conducting boundaries. Consideration of these
and other effects guided the selection of the parameters,
balancing growth and saturation of the initial wavepacket
from the initial programmed perturbation against non-ideal
effects.

RESULTS

Results of several PIC simulations are summarized here.
For all cases the plasma density is 1012 cm−3, the beam
density is 108 cm−3, a = 5 cm−1, and n† = 106 cm−3.
The simulations follow the linear and nonlinear growth of
the two-stream instability over many exponential growth
times until nonlinear effects such as particle-trapping lead
to saturation of the instability growth. At this point,
the combined background plasma and beams constitute a
somewhat turbulent plasma containing a spectrum of lon-
gitudinal electrostatic waves. The frequency spectrum of
these waves can be observed in Fig. 1, which plots the
Fourier spectrum of the electric field 25 cm downstream
of the initial perturbation. The peak in the spectrum occurs
at the electron plasma frequency, fe. The long plateau at
frequencies below fe here represents a portion of the spec-
trum that has evolved in the system.

A more complete picture of the evolution of the electro-
static turbulence is given in Fig. 2, which plots the magni-
tude of the electric field in both time and space. The per-
turbation is initialized at (x,t)=(50 cm,0) and the line ex-

Figure 2: Contour plot of the magnitude of the electric field
in (x,t). Here mbi = mpi = 109me.

tending forward in both x and t from this point is the initial
unstable wave-packet trajectory. Immediately above this
line, the evolution of the initial growth of the two-stream
instability can be observed until approximately t = 15 ns,
when the nonlinear effects drive waves that couple to the
entire spatial extent of the system. For times greater than
∼ 40 ns, the system enters a quasi-equilibrium phase where
the main features of the spectrum discussed in reference to
Fig. 1 are evident.

Figure 3: Three-dimensional view of the electric field from
Fig. 2.

A more detailed view of this quasi-equilibrium phase is
given in Fig. 3, which is a 3D plot of the electric field am-
plitude in the range 75 ≤ x ≤ 100 cm and 75 < t <
100 ns. A variety of wavelengths and frequencies can be
observed that characterize the electrostatic turbulent spec-
trum.
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LONGITUDINAL EMITTANCE GROWTH

We seek estimates of the longitudinal emittance growth
rate for a cold charged particle stream passing through a
turbulent plasma. A number of authors have developed
models for the velocity diffusion of charged particles in the
presence of electrostatic and electromagnetic turbulence.
These include Fokker-Plank models where detailed calcu-
lations of the relevant diffusion coefficients are developed
[10], as well as stochastic descriptions [11]. We note that
models of stochastic electrostatic fields are likely to be ap-
plicable to the PIC simulations presented above.

As a first look, we consider the following simple descrip-
tion for the late-time electric field that evolves in the PIC
simulations,

E(x, t) = E0Ex(x)Et(t), (2)

where

Ex(x) =
3∑

i=1

Ai cos (2πx/Li) , (3)

Et(t) =
2∑

j=1

Bj sin (2πt/Tj) . (4)

This simple description is inspired by the electromagnetic
turbulence models developed in [12] and the parameters are
adapted from analysis of the PIC simulation results. A plot
of the electric field map is given in Fig. 4 for the following
parameters: E0 = 0.5 kV/cm, Ai = (0.1, 0.2, 0.7), Li =
(2.5, 0.5, 0.33) cm, Bj = (0.8, 0.2), Tj = (0.25, 1.25) ns.
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Figure 4: 3D view of E(x, t) given by Eq. (2).

Injection of a cold 255 kV, K+1 ion stream into a pe-
riodic transport region results in a small spread in ion ve-
locities after 1.1 m of transport, as shown in Fig. 5. In
this simple model, the energy spread increases very slowly,
scaling approximately as the square root of the propagation
distance.

The simple model examined here, in conjunction with
the PIC simulations discussed above, confirms the absence
of any measurable longitudinal emittance growth due to the
propagation of an ion beam through a pre-formed plasma in
the LBNL experiments [13]. These models will be applied
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Figure 5: Sample calculation of ion beam longitudinal
emittance growth. For this example, 255 kV, K+1 test ions
were transported through the longitudinal electric field de-
scribed by Eq. (2).

to other parameters to develop a scaling for longitudinal
emittance growth in future laboratory experiments as well
as astrophysical problems including cosmic ray propaga-
tion.
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